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Thirteen years ago someone did something very bad to Anna. Now it's her turn to get even. Anna

lives a solitary existence, taking solace in order and routine. Her only friend is the lonely old lady

next door. She doesn't like to let people to get too close - she knows how much damage they can

do. Then one ordinary day, Anna witnesses a devastating road accident and recognises the driver

as Carla, the woman who ruined her life all those years ago. Now it's Anna's chance to set things

straight, but her revenge needs to be executed carefully.... First she needs to get to know Liam, the

man injured in the accident. She needs to follow the police investigation. She needs to watch Carla

from the shadows.... But as Anna's obsession with Carla escalates, her own secrets start to unravel.

Is Carla really dangerous, or does Anna need to worry about someone far closer to home? A

compelling, gripping psychological thriller, perfect for fans of The Girl on the Train and The Sister.
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This story was amazing! I stayed up until 3 am reading many nights. I told a friend usually a book

can have one crazy person, but this in this one everyone is crazy.The ending was haunting. There

were tiny creepy details, like who set the fire. Liam did not set the fire, please read the prelude very

carefully.Liam was the fall guy for Anna's insanity. Not sure why but I felt little empathy for Anna and

in the end I do not think she got better.She is just more dangerous now. Maybe the writer will do a

follow up, I hope.



This was a pretty solid book. I liked the plot, the background and the setting. I found the characters

interesting (can't say I liked the main character, but I don't need to, just find them interesting enough

to care what happens next).The only reason I didn't give 5 stars was I felt the ending kind of fell

apart. A good ending, but not as strong as the rest of the book. I would recommend this book and

will read more from this author.

I thought this started well and I liked the storyline but not so much the back and forth between

current day and 13 years ago. Sometimes those '13 years ago' inserts distracted from the flow, in

my opinion. I gave 4 stars because of that. Otherwise I enjoyed the story. Anna was absolutely a nut

job and Liam's story was a surprise. I am going to read this author's next book because I was

absolutely captivated and it's good to read new authors works sometimes.

I read another book by this author that I enjoyed so I wanted to read another book by her. This one

was not a good choice. I'm honestly kinda surprised by all the good reviews.Don't get me wrong, i

like main characters with quirks...I was a fan of all of Gillian Flynn's novels and her twisted/dark

ladies. But the main character here was not likeable at all.And even tho the bottom line plot was

decent, it moved soooo slow I almost quit reading it, but ended up just skimming thru ALOT of the

book.

How often do you find a psychological thriller that makes you feel anxious and uneasy as you read

it? Not often enough for sure. Well, this is one of them! The main character's first person voice gives

a clear and unsettling look into the thinking of a not too emotionally stable person. As a

psychotherapist, I found the writing to be spot on in this regard. This one was an enthralling read.

What a gripping thriller! I actually read "Blink" before I read "Liar". Both novels are excellent, but I

would have to rate "Liar" as #1. It is full of suspense from beginning to end. I was totally shocked at

the ending, and it is very rare that I am unable to guess what the outcome will be. I strongly

recommend that you read "Liar" when you will have no interruptions!

I chose a 5 rating because I couldn't put the book (tablet) Down! I knew Anna was destabilizing, but

the other people's actions surprised me big time. And oh I know this doesn't count, but I loved those

unique British terms she used: loo, the times referring to being right after the hour like gone five or

such, and occasion add a "bad" word but not to the point of making it a smut book.



Of course it is impossible to know what goes on in someone else's mind, but this was a nail-biting

example of what could confuse someone who is not able to understand or forget the horror they've

experienced. I definitely would recommend this book to everyone I know. It's cloudy thoughts kept

me guessing what and who was really unbalanced until the last few chapters.
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